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answer responding stations and one to reply to
other stations CQ s. Later I discovered that I
also needed one to say AGN?.

President’s Message
One More Time

I had never really used the logging function in
FLDIGI so I had to look at that and create yet
another macro to enter the contact into the log.

No, I Mean It This Time!
Last month I reminisced about all that this club
has accomplished in the past eight years. These
gains came not because of the actions of any
one person but through the efforts of a number
of members. I thought that was going to be my
last president's column but the incoming
president thought it inappropriate for him to
pen this month's column because the election
and coronation haven't taken place yet. Who
knows, there could be a last minute write in
campaign, or a zombie uprising.

I had other responsibilities for the weekend so
really only spent about 6 or 7 hours out of the
24 hour duration of the contest but, even so, I
made 65 contacts on 3 bands. Most of the time
I operated on 20 meters (14070) or 40 meters
(7070). I made a few contacts on 15 meters but
discovered that transmitting on 15 caused the
keyboard on my computer to cease functioning.
That wasn't a big deal until I had to make a
correction to the log or send a message that I
hadn't written a macro for. I need to look into
that.

So, what does a lame duck write about? Well
here goes.
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Earlier this month I took my own advice and
got on the air. Not that I hadn't been on before
but my HF activity consisted of checking into
the Maritime Mobile Net, the SATERN net and
occasionally the ECARS net. If I happened to
hear a DX station I would try to work him but
not too hard. I am not a rag chewer so had no
desire to spend hours boring my fellow hams.
I noticed that the Pennsylvania Ohio DX
Society was running a PSK31 contest. I
decided to join in. I loaded the latest version of
FLDIGI and entered the fray. The first order of
business was to create a set of macros for the
contest, One to call CQ PSKFEST, one to
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I'm still having problems uploading the log but
it looks like I will score somewhere in the
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middle of the pack. Not bad for a first time, and
as I tell my team building groups, it’s not about
doing everything right, it’s about what you
have learned from the experience, and I learned
a lot.

business in town. He kind of sheepishly
confessed to having dated my cousin.
In spite of being confined to Brethren Village
for many years, Jim remained a strong
supporter of SPARC. His duties included
maintaining the web site for many years and he
must have written over a hundred articles for
the newsletter.

So I challenge you. Don't just sit there in fear
and trepidation. Jump in and get your feet wet.
Who knows, you may actually do better than
you expected and surely will have fun.

Jim, you will be greatly missed. 73's my friend.
73,
WA3FFK
Harry WA3FFK

Coming Events
James L. Ibaugh, AA3C, SK

Tuesday, 27 January 2015, 7:00PM SPARC
meeting at the Rapho Twp. Municipal Bldg.,
971 N. Colebrook Rd., Rapho Twp.
(Manheim P.O. 17545 for GPS). The program
for the meeting will be a progress report on the
Central PA IP Network by Gary Blacksmith,
WA3CPO. See QRZ News September 2010,
page 3 for a prior report by Gary Blacksmith
for background on this topic.

It was with deep and sincere sadness that I must
report the passing of Jim Ibaugh.
It is no surprise that Jim embraced amateur
radio. It was in his blood. Both of his
grandfathers had electrical backgrounds and his
paternal grandfather was a railroad telegrapher.
Jim was first licensed in 1956 when he was 12
years old. He became a volunteer examiner in
1965. Over the years Jim has held the calls,
KN3ITG, K3ITG, KL7FAO, and Air Force
MARS call signs AF1LE and AF1AP.

Monthly Breakfast
The second Saturday at 0800 of every month
is a SPARC breakfast at Gus's Keystone
Restaurant, 1050 W. Main St, Mt Joy, PA.
Contact Gerry Wagner, KB3SSZ, for more
details. Everyone interested in Amateur Radio
is invited to attend. See
http://guskeystone.com/ for restaurant details.

Jim served in the US Air Force and worked for
RCA for many years. There is an excellent
autobiography on Jim's web site. There is a link
to it on his QRZ page. The article not only
contains some interesting technical information
but gives a glimpse of his sense of humor.

Other Events
ARRL January VHF Contest
January 24-26, 2015 Begins 1900 UTC
Saturday, ends 0359 UTC Monday. All
authorized frequencies above 50 MHz (6
Meters). This is your chance to see how good
your station is without the help of a repeater.
Do not use the 146.520 FM simplex national
calling frequency for contest contacts. This
restriction does not apply on 224.500MHz and

I first met Jim in the year 2000 when I joined
SPARC. I think he was the most cheerful man I
had ever met. Even through his struggles with
illness over the years he always maintained an
upbeat note. One day he was reminiscing about
his teenage years in Bainbridge. I asked if he
knew my uncle who operated a TV service
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On 26th October after returning home from
church I decided to turn on the radio. At
15.40z C5YK broke through with a very strong
signal. Andre was 579 here, and he worked
quite a number of stations that day. As the
ON4KST DX map for that day shows, there
were strong Es in Europe, TEP, and F2 from
South America to Japan and China.

higher bands. See http://www.arrl.org/januaryvhf for details.

Editors Notes
This month we report with sadness the passing
of my good friend Jim Ibaugh, AA3C SK.
Jim’s serious physical health problems did not
diminish his determination to help SPARC and
Amateur Radio.
As you all know, Jim was a prolific writer on a
wide range of topics related to science and
engineering especially as it related Amateur
Radio. His experience as an engineering
technician at RCA exposed him to some of the
most advanced technology in the world. He
was an expert on photo multiplier tubes and
their application.
73, George, W3FEY

Six Metre DX Report
14 January 2015
Opening Remarks

Widespread six metre openings displayed on
ON4KST DX map for 26th October 2014. Note

(Ed Note: This report is a quarterly summary
and includes some previously reported data
from November and December)

this is a cropped image. For full size version see the end
of this newsletter.

Five days later, while listening in the evening
(1st November local time), I saw that Remi
FK8CP was being heard in the Eastern US. I
began to listen more closely, and heard his
signal come out of the noise at 00.48z on 2nd
November. Remi’s signal was weak but steady
for a couple minutes and we were able to
exchange 529 reports. Remi was also worked
by Rick AK3E in FM19 and Mario K2MUB in
FN21. Dave NZ3M in FN10 also heard Remi
but was kind enough to allow those of us who
hadn’t worked him previously to do so.

Hello and Happy New Year to all from the Mid
Atlantic US. I hope you had a great Christmas
Season and received all of the toys you asked
for.
Unlike the last several years, the final quarter
of 2014 was eventful here. There were a
number of unusual openings to this area,
including F2. I’m pleased to report that after a
two year lapse four new DXCC went into the
log book here.
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ON4KST DX map for 2nd November, 2014
showing some of FK8CP’s contacts with
eastern US stations. Contacts with US stations
before 00.00z appear on 1st November map.

ON4KST DX map for 9th November 2014
showing C5YK and 6W1SR contacts with
North America and Europe.

The 9th November was another lucky Sunday.
Although I expected to hear nothing I again
came down to the radio room after church.
Boy was I wrong. I looked at ON4KST and
saw 6W1SR was being heard in both Europe
and North America. I quickly tuned to the
listed frequency and heard Dominique call CQ.
He had a huge signal, so without waiting for
the amplifier to warm up I called him with 100
watts. He came back with a 599 signal report.
Wow, what a trifecta.

Finally, on the evening of 14th December, I hit
another winner. I was watching college
football in the radio room, and during a break
at 23.50z I turned on ON4KST. Bob ZL1RS
had been into the eastern US and had worked
NZ3M at 21.29z. Others in the northeastern US
were working Bob on what was apparently an
Es to TEP link. I tuned to Bob’s frequency just
in time to hear him fade away. I figured I
missed another shot at ZL. Fortunately the
Central American sage Andy YS1AG said “Not
yet Chris this opening will last at least 1 more
hour listen hard.” Sure enough, at 00.10z (7:10
p.m. local) I heard Bob again and exchanged
reports with him. Remarkably, from that time I
could hear him for an additional 40 minutes.
He peaked at a solid 559…incredible.

Both C5YK and 6W1SR were very strong into
this area for a couple hours; C5YK worked
stations in the Midwest US and I believe he
was heard in the Pacific Northwest.

At the same time ZL1RS was working into the
US, John VK5PO near Adelaide, Australia
PH95HJ, almost 2000 miles to the west, was
listening and hearing Bob very well. John
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Chris’ fete two years ago and recommend it
highly. There is a great dinner the night before
and I’m sure there will be some interesting
presentations.

pointed his antenna towards the US and called
CQ for an extended period of time, but as the
ON4KST DX map for 15th December shows
the geometry was just off.

Paul ZS6NK has provided his report on the
successful EME DXpedition at Z21EME. Jim
Kennedy again offers his thoughts on the
current cycle. Finnish manufacturer Juma
Radio has announced a new solid state 50MHz
amplifier available as a modular kit form.
There’s a lot going on.
Enjoy!
January 2015 Solar Report to Six News
KH6/K6MIO
01/08/15-Solar Cycle 24
It appears likely that the overall sunspot
maximum of Cycle 24 occurred in April 2014
with a value of 82. Figure 1 shows that the
total sunspot index Ri has had a consistent
downward trend in the months following, and
is currently in the mid-70s. The solid lines
show the fully 13-month smoothed values,
while the dots show the following three months
with progressively shorter smoothing. The
northern solar hemisphere index Rn shows that
it has been continuing to hold onto values in the
high 20s, while the southern solar hemisphere
index Rs has declined into the high 40s.
Values are provided by the Solar Influences
Data Analysis Center (SIDC) of the Royal
Observatory of Belgium.

ON4KST 15th December DX map displaying
ZL1RS contacts with Eastern US and “almost”
link to VK5PO.
The next week of December was also
surprising. On 20th-22nd December there were
three days of trans- Atlantic F2. K1HTV’s and
K1TOL’s reports give a pretty good idea of the
extent of the openings. On 7th January, 2015,
there was another surprise F2 opening as a
geomagnetic storm lit up the ionosphere.
Remarkable propagation continues to the
deadline for this column.
In this issue we have a number of items of
interest besides the fine reports sent in by
everyone. Chris G3WOS has announced his
10th anniversary BBQ in Farnborough,
England. The date is 8th August, 2015. The
BBQ coincides with the UKSMG 2015 annual
general meeting. I was lucky enough to attend
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Fig. 1 Chart of overall sunspot activity Ri, and
indices of northern solar hemisphere Rn and
southern solar hemisphere Rs.
Unfortunately from the current perspective, it
would appear that the SIDC Standard Curves
prediction as shown in the last report is more
likely to be correct than that of the more
optimistic Combined Method.
Recent Pacific Propagation
Nevertheless, central Pacific propagation has
held up fairly well in the fourth quarter of
2014. The northern Fall TEP season produced
many openings to the south and southwestern
Pacific and to South America from KH6,
accompanied by apparent Es links from North
America reaching into South Pacific TEP paths.
It is well known that on average, solar flares
tend to occur more frequently on the declining
edge of the solar cycle, and along with these, an
increase of coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
Certainly, there have been a number of both
types of events through the Northern
Hemisphere Fall months. A small bump in the
K index during 10th-11th November led to a lot
of interesting propagation in the Western
Hemisphere. About 10.30 Local Solar Time
(LST) in KH6 on the 10th, the band opened to
North America with what certainly appeared to
be winter season F2. It first opened eastward to
North America and reached all the way to W2,
and included VE and XE, until about 14.00
LST.

Fig. 2 Contacts made by KH6/K6MIO to North
America on 10h-11th November 2015.
On 7th January 2015 the band opened again
from KH6 to the North America at about 09.30
LST and remained open until about 11.30 LST.
Most of the propagation seemed to be into the
western part of the continent, i.e., W6 and W7.
However, some stations worked well into the
central heart of the continent. The K index was
7 at that time, apparently due to a CME which
had been predicted to miss the Earth, but had a
mind of its own and produced a major magnetic
storm.
During November and December there were
also a number of “late season” TEP openings
from KH6 into both the south and southwestern
Pacific, as well as eastward into South
America. As this is written, the latest of these
so far was 29th December 2014 around 16.40
KH6 LST, which is a bit earlier than usual on
the clock, and very late on the calendar.
There is still fun to be had!!
73, Jim KH6/K6MIO

Just an hour after the band closed, as the Sun
came up in JA and environs the band opened
westward from KH6. It remained open for
another hour and a half before finally closing
down. Figure 2 shows a map of contacts made
from this QTH into North America. In all, over
180 QSOs were made from this QTH.
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North America
Anyway, I've had good luck beaming north and
have seen/heard many meteor bursts on CH2
on:
55.224MHz, 55.240MHz, 55.255MHz and
55.260MHz, +/- 500Hz or so.
On Channel 3 I've seen bursts on 61.240MHz,
61.250MHz & 61.260MHz, but less frequently,
probably because the six metre yagi I'm using
probably rolls off quite a bit up higher in
frequency from 50MHz. I use a K3 with the
PR6 preamp with a BNC Tee, one side which
feeds the dongle.

K1HTV (Rich reports on 21st December
European opening from FM18AP)
Looks like we may have had some six metre F2
this morning. [I] worked EI4DQ and EI3KD
on CW with loud signals as well as CU1EZ on
SSB; also heard the VO1SEP/B beacon very
weakly for a while. Could have been winter Es.
K1TOL reported hearing the ZD8 beacon
around the same time. With the SFI still over
200, we may get a bit more F2 before it’s over.
As I write this at 11.30 a.m. EST I see that
W1JJ is working into the Netherlands, so it’s
not over yet, at least for W1 land,
Stay tuned, as they used to say on the radio.
73,
Rich K1HTV

73 and Happy New Year,
Rich - K1HTV
K1N Navassa Six Metre Plans

On 2nd January, 2015 Rich added:

Although the K1N Navassa DXpedition will
most likely be over by the time you read this,
because of the interest it has generated
throughout the amateur community, I thought I
would include the response to an email I sent to
Bob Allphin K4UEE team leader for the K1N
operation. In that email I asked what plans
were being made for six metre operation. Here
is Bob’s 11th November 2014 response:

Chris
Finally got back down to the shack to check the
log. Here is what I worked on six metres:
21st December 2014 15.37z 50.092MHz EI4DQ CW
15.38z 50.108MHz EI3KD CW
15.43z 50.110MHz CU1EZ
SSB
22nd December
14.07z 50.128MHz FM5AA
SSB
14.33z 50.130MHz YV5IUA
SSB
14.36z 50.130MHz YV5EAH
SSB
14.39z 50.115MHz YY6DFF
SSB
14.53z 50.098MHz ON4IQCSW
That is the extent of the K1HTV six metre DX
for December 2014.

“Hi Chris,
Sorry to be slow in responding....I am up to my
waist in helicopters, equipment sponsors,
answering questions and keeping USFWS
happy.
Here is a quick summary of the current plan:
8 stations, 5 configured with 500 watt amps,
SteppIR 2el yagis and verticals on the low
bands. We are getting a 5 el 6m beam from
DX Engineering and it will be mounted in a
10m. mast. The plan is to have a beacon on
most times...and we will ask that if no one
answers when there is an opening, then notify
us on another band that 6m is open. There will
be no EME and we will be barefoot on some
bands, incl 6m, due to “green footprint” power

The past few days during the Quads meteor
shower I've been listening and watching for
Canadian TV Channel 2 and 3 carriers. I use a
$10 "DVB-T_DAB+FM" dongle with an R820T tuner chip. It covers from 24MHz to
1700MHZ. By replacing a few DLL files you
can get it to tune down below 7MHz, but with
greatly reduced sensitivity.
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Ohio/Penn DX Bulletin, and everyone else who
contributed to this column. If I forgot anyone,
please excuse the omission.

restrictions. (solar, wind, batteries and small
gensets)
The support of UKSMG would be very much
appreciated.
73, Bob-K4UEE”

Next column, I hope to have some information
about tentative 2015 DXpedition plans. Next
issue I hope to have some information on
upcoming summer DXpeditions and rumors of
upcoming releases at Dayton. Remember
“Lawyers are the only persons in whom
ignorance of the law is not punished” Jeremy
Bentham.

I was disappointed to learn that six metres was
being relegated to essentially part-time status
and limited to barefoot operation and a five
element beam. It is disheartening to this
columnist that such a major undertaking gives
so little consideration to six metre operation. I
can only hope that K1N is such a success that
future DXpeditions that emphasize VHF
activity can be approved, funded and
undertaken.

If you have anything you would like to see in
upcoming columns, or anything to submit,
please contact me at DXNEWS@UKSMG.org,
or W3CMP@comcast.net. This is your column,
and your comments, ideas, and reports are
welcome.

Problems with logistics and permissions have
delayed the K1N DXpedition until the first two
weeks of February. See http://navassadx.com/
for the latest information.

73, Chris W3CMP
Ed Note: The report above is a small excerpt
from Chris’ “What’s on Six” report for the UK
Six Metre Group. See
http://www.uksmg.org/landing.php for more
information. Internet only membership in
UKSMG is available worldwide for £10.00.
Paypal works fine.

Parting Remarks
That’s all there is for now. Enjoy the late
winter and early spring propagation. Keep an
ear to the rig; if nothing else this issue shows
you can never say never with six meter
propagation. As Spring Equinox approaches we
may get some surprises. To our readers in the
Southern Hemisphere, my envy continues,
especially as I stand on a ladder for hours to
prune in the orchard. I also look forward to
your continued reports.

ARES/RACES

I want to thank CT1FJC, CX8DX, DF2ZC,
DL8YHR, DU7/PA0HIP, EA3AKY, EA6VQ,
F4VQB, G3WOS, G4FJK, G3ZSS, G6TGO,
G8BCG, G8VR, G0JHC,G0VJG, GM0EWX,
KH6/K6MIO, K1HTV, K1TOL, K4RX,
K5AND, K6IJ/KH7Y, K6QXY, K0GU,
MD0CCE, MMMonVHF, N5DG, N0JK,
N8CJK, ON4KST, OZ6OM, SixItalia Weekly,
VE2XK, , VK4CZ, VK4MA, W1JJ, W7GJ,
ZD7VC, ZS6NK, CQ Six 50MHZ DX News,

As part of the SPARC commitment to emergency
communications, the SPARC repeater system is
maintained as available for linking with other area
repeaters.
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Lancaster County RACES VHF Net is held on the first
Tuesday of the month at 2030 hours local time on the
145.310 MHz repeater in Rawlinsville.

SMRA Club Net 9:00PM on 145.430MHz
SSB net 9:00PM on 146.210MHz. May be
slightly delayed by SMRA club net.

The Lancaster County primary ARES/RACES repeater
is on 145.310 MHz with minus offset and 118.8 PL.

Tuesday Digital Net 8:00 PM on the York
146.970MHz Repeater -- This is a busy digital
data training net for beginners and advanced
users. The primary mode used is MT63-2k.
Other experimental modes are also used.

Pennsylvania RACES HF Nets are held at 3993.5 kHz
LSB on all Sundays except holidays.
The statewide net is on the first Sunday of the month at
0800 hours local time.
The Central Area (including Lancaster County) net is
at 08:30 local time.

EPA NBEMS Net, Tuesday, 7:30pm local
EST,
3.5920mhz Mode: Olivia 8/500 1khz,
Net Mgr: WA3WSJ@arrl.net

Morse Code Net Tuesday, 2000 local time
(8:00p). SMRA repeater 145.430- (67.0 Hz)
with alternate frequency of 146.460+ (1,000
kHz offset, tone 67.0 Hz)

SPARC Nets

Wednesday Red Rose Repeater Association
Net 8:30 PM on 147.015MHz. This is an
experiment to see if net attendance improves by
starting a half-hour earlier.

SPARC holds nets every Tuesday at 2100
local time on 145.230 MHz minus offset and
PL of 118.8. The 449.975MHz repeater is
linked to the 2m repeater for the net.

Wednesday QCWA Net 9:00PM on
146.97MHz.

Club Officers
President Harry Bauder – WA3FFK
Vice-President Kevin Lampo – K3LLC
Secretary - Dave Sarraf. – N3NDJ
Treasurer - Mike Hess– KB3YWG
Repeater Trustee - Dave Payne - N3LOM

Thursday Lancaster Radio Transmitting
Society Net 9:00 PM on 145.390MHz
Friday Lebanon County Digital Roundup
Net 8:PM on the EARS 145.450MHz (tone
100.0Hz) repeater.
I cover all types of digital/data modes, training
on computer/radio interfacing and message
handling.

Nearby Nets of Local Interest
If you need information on access tones etc, the
referenced web sites below will usually provide
the information needed. For more information,
see http://arcc-inc.org/arc-fdbas.html

The primary focus is with Fldigi and Flmsg and
lots of SSTV, using MMSSTV. The nets are
always very informal and have sometimes
lasted for 2 or more hours to cover all the
evening’s interest.

Monday Ephrata Area Repeater Society Net
9:00 PM on 145.450MHz.

73,
Bob Sanborn/AB3GF

Monday Keystone VHF Club
Combined Club & ARES/RACES Net 8:30PM
on 146.970MHz.
Monday South Mountain Radio Amateurs
9

inception via Echolink at node AA3RG-R
(#149493). See the group Calendar for more
information. [Thursday 8:00PM]
<>Now the Capital Area Traffic Net (CATN) is
also accessible via Echolink at node
N3TWT-R (#743026). See the group Calendar
for more information. All (licensed hams) are
welcome to join in on these nets.
73 -Scott N3SW EPA STM-

Sunday Info Net
On the N3TUQ 900MHz repeater: 8:30PM
Output: 927.5875MHz Input: 902.5875MHz
(-25MHz) PL 114.8Hz.
The N3TUQ 900MHz repeater is located on the
LVSRA tower on Cornwall Mountain.
Net control: Bob Howard, KB3QAQ

<>AA3C note: To visit our group on the web,
go to NTS-EPA Group web site:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nts-epa/
Both nets will utilize the 146.640(tx-) MHz.
Transmit access tone: 82.5 Hz.
AA3RG Repeater. http://www.aa3rg.org/

For more information visit
http://www.n3tuq.com/repeater.aspx

PACKRAT MONDAY NIGHT NETS
Visit the Mt Airy VHF Radio Club at:

http://packratvhf.com/airtimes.htm for the latest
information on VHF/UHF nets.

NTS Eastern Area Phone net

QRZ News Publication

3.917 at 4:00 PM daily for traffic going to
EPA, MDC, WPA and Maryland. We have a
callup, pass any traffic, after that a round of
comments. Traffic manager is WA3QPX. Net
could use more checkins from EPA as we
normally only get one checkin from EPA and
sometimes none. This is where the Fone traffic
for EPA net normally comes from. Any
questions I will be on 3.917 at 4:00 PM.
73 , Paul, WA3QPX

QRZ News is published monthly. The
deadline for submission of items for
publication is 11 days before the regular
membership meeting on the fourth Tuesday of
each month. If material is not copy and paste
ready for publication, more lead time is
required.
We operate on an exchange basis with other not
for profit publications. Articles printed in QRZ
News may be reprinted in a not for profit
publication provided proper credit is given.
QRZ News is archived at
http://www.k3ir.org/

Russian ARISS team members
activated SSTV from the ISS
Rick Walter, WB3CSY
The Russian ARISS (Amateur Radio on the
International Space Station) team recently
activated SSTV signals sent from the ISS. They
were celebrating the birth of Soviet space
pioneer Yuri Gagarin, the first human to orbit
Earth, 80 years ago.

Two EPA Nets Now Accessible via Echolink
Posted By: egroups_n3sw egroups_n3sw
Mon Aug 27, 2012 11:40 pm
<>The EPA AA3RG and Echolink Traffic Net
(EAETN) has been accessible since its
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The Russian SSTV transmissions took place on
December 18, and 20, 2014. The transmit
frequency was the usual voice downlink on
145.800 MHz. The cycle was 187 seconds for
each frame of SSTV using the PD180 mode,
followed by 3 minutes off time between
transmissions. Twelve different photos were
sent throughout the operation period. Each of
the twelve frames was numbered.

radio frequency to compensate for the Doppler
Effect. A free SSTV program is used to copy
SSTV on the HF amateur bands as well as
those coming from space. It is a good idea to
obtain one of many computer programs that
predict passes of satellites near your QTH. You
need a source of Keplerian elements to update
your tracking program to use the most recent
RADAR fix of a satellite in space.

Image transmissions for December 18 began
around 14:20 UTC and 12:40 UTC on
December 20. Operation terminated around
21:30 UTC each day. Those of us on the East
coast had a couple of passes to receive the
pictures each day.

The following background will address those
topics.

The Cosmonauts used a Kenwood D710
transceiver located in the Russian Service
Module, at 25 watts output. Signals at my QTH
were 60 dB over S9, “pinning” the LCD needle
on my Kenwood TS-2000X transceiver. The
normal signals from the ISS (voice contacts
with amateur radio operators, students in
school, and the APRS packet station) use a 5
Watt Ericsson (M-PA) series commercial grade
HT connected to a different antenna, located in
a U.S. segment.
You can hear the signal from the ISS with an
HT and a rubber duck. Experience tells us that
works, but it is certainly not the way to receive
noise free SSTV pictures from space. When I
record the contacts between the space station
and schools, make contacts via APRS on the
ISS, or copy SSTV pictures from space, I use a
circularly polarized antenna to counteract the
twisting of the radio wave as it comes down
from space. I am using a 2 meter and a 70 cm
eggbeater style antenna because they are
circularly polarized AND they can hear signals
above 20 degrees to directly overhead.
Sometimes, the actual structure of the station
blocks signals coming from the ISS antenna on
some parts of a pass. An interface between my
computer and radio automatically control the

Pictures received from the ISS using a
Kenwood TS-2000X connected to a 2 meter
eggbeater, with a Rascal interface between my
radio and laptop computer. The computer was
running SatPC32 software (version 12.8b) to
control the radio and the Doppler Effect. The
interface fed audio to MMSSTV (version
1.13A), free software to decode SSTV signals.
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power via its solar cells, without batteries to
accumulate a charge!

Background
I started communicating though amateur radio
satellites in the late 70’s using the Russian RS
birds which typically used mode “A”, 2 meter
up and 10 meter down. A 10 meter dipole
antenna was used to receive the downlink
which travelling through space, constantly
changes polarity. I had an old Gonset
Sidewinder 2 meter SSB transceiver for the
uplink using a Ringo Ranger antenna. The
system worked fairly well, but not great.

In late 2010, I decided to purchase a Kenwood
TS-2000X which allowed me to have another
HF station with the added capability of 6
Meters, as well as a complete satellite station to
work the linear birds on SSB. The rig covers
160 meters up to and including 23 centimeters.
The linear satellites have a large bandwidth to
accommodate many QSO’s during a pass. You
also have the leisure to hold a conversation
with one person from horizon to horizon, or
even entertain a round table with multiple
participants.

Since 2009, I have been using an Arrow II dual
band antenna with a diplexer and a Yaesu FT60-R, 5 watt HT to communicate though the
various FM satellites (repeaters) in space. The
antenna uses a 3 feet length of coax so the loss
of signal is hardly anything going to the HT’s
hot receiver. The diplexer allows you to
transmit on the 2 meter uplink, and then receive
on the 70 cm downlink. It is difficult to use the
FM satellites because only one signal can get
through at a time. Weekends are crowded.
Unfortunately, some newbies try their hand at
the birds without reading about them. My
advice is, if you try listening to a satellite pass
and hear nothing, something is wrong!

As with all satellites, you must correct for the
Doppler Effect. Since the birds are moving
close to 17,500 MPH, the Doppler Effect on the
up and downlink frequencies is something to
consider. The higher the frequency, the more
pronounced the effect is on your compensation
to counteract the frequency shift. With the FM
birds, you can get by with keeping your 2 meter
uplink frequency the same (due to capture of
the FM receiver). However, the 70 cm
downlink is another story. To prevent the
downlink from becoming “fuzzy“, I have 5
downlink frequencies programmed into the HT.
Channel #1 is used when I acquire the bird as it
comes above the horizon. This is much higher
than the downlink frequency of the signal
leaving the satellite. As it approaches me, I
shift to another channel that is slightly above
the actual transmitted frequency, to the actual
frequency, then finally to two steps lower as it
is about to go below the horizon.

SO-50, the current and only FM bird in orbit
has wall to wall signals from AOS to LOS. The
satellite puts out about 250 milliwatts. We hear
many stations calling CQ, tying up valuable
time on the bird, and many never hear the 5-8
people going back to them. I always thought
the number one rule of amateur radio is listen,
listen, and listen again before you transmit. At
one time, there were at least five FM birds in
orbit. Most succumb to dying batteries, a few
were in low orbits and eventually burned up, or
some are victims of radiation zapping the
microprocessor or memory. A miracle story is
AO-7. It has two modes, each using a linear
transponder with SSB modulation. It launched
in 1974. The satellite died years ago due to
battery failure. Fortunately, it came back to life
recently. It now works when the sun provides

The linear birds take a little more care. You
actually can have a duplex conversation with
many signals close to your spot on the
transponder. During a QSO, you like to stay
with the other person so you sound the same.
This takes some work. Without the aid of a
computer, most stations shift their transmit
12

interested in listening to satellites, the Funcube
Dongle Pro+ is much better than the cheap
versions found at hamfests. With a good
antenna, it will allow you to listen to the birds
on any mode, any frequency. You can use it to
listen to your favorite FM radio station while
working in the shack. The device covers 150
KHz to 240 MHz, and 420 MHz to 1.9 GHz.
Great software is free!

frequency to stay at the same place on the
transponder. This is not exactly ideal, but in
reality works well.
I bought a tracking program from AMSAT.
SatPC32 takes all the work out of turning
knobs to keep up with the Doppler Effect. It
also changes the uplink and downlink
frequencies at the same time to keep your
signal at the same place in the transponder
range as the satellite hears it. Sometimes the
guys who adjust only their uplink frequency
can move over a QSO already in progress. In
addition to correcting the Doppler Effect, the
program can predict future satellite passes and
it will control a pair of Yagi’s outside so they
point directly at the satellites. It is a great
program.

I currently took the simple route to use the
linear birds. I have a pair of eggbeaters. They
cost over $500, but that is the cheap way. Since
they are omnidirectional, all of the transmit
juice is not directed at the bird, and they
certainly are not getting the full signal back
from the satellite. A pre-amp on the 70 cm
downlink is a necessity. A good one is not
cheap. In the future, I would love to have a pair
of high gain Yagi’s track across the sky pulling
every milliwatt from a satellite back to my
receiver.

I use a Rascal interface that connects my
computer to the Com connector on the back of
my radio. The USB connector allows the
SatPC32 program to control my radio, as well
as pulling the audio from the radio so I can feed
it into other programs such as Slow Scan TV,
PSk-31, and other software.

There are currently 2,826 entrees in my satellite
log. I enjoy working the satellites more than
operating HF. You never need to wait for good
propagation to work any station on the
satellites. I have confirmed every state but
Alaska and Hawaii on the birds. My log
contains many countries across the ocean and
in South America. It is still a thrill to exchange
QSL cards with any satellite contact. I am
waiting for a new bird in a very high orbit so its
footprint will cover the east coast as well as all
the states. AO-40, now inactive, was in a
Molniya orbit. It would zoom very close to the
earth in a very short period of time near
perigee, then blast way out into space, barely
moving in the sky at apogee. I could aim an
antenna at it and not move it for an hour.
Satellite operators could really rag chew for
long periods.

The Funcube Dongle Pro+ is a great toy for
amateur radio operators. It is a small SDR
(software defined radio), that is the size of a
standard USB Flash drive. I use it to monitor
the LF, HF, VHF and UHF bands. You can see
a large segment of each band, clicking on any
waterfall to hear what is happening. It is a great
way to find out where the special event stations
are operating. I also use it to collect telemetry
from the Funcube-1 (AO-73) satellite in orbit.
The telemetry I receive on 2 meters goes
directly into a server via the internet, located in
Great Britain. This data store allows students
from all over the world to use the information
in math and science class to learn about
conditions in near earth orbit. If you are
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•
•
•

UHF Packet Uplink and Downlink:
437.550
UHF/VHF Repeater Uplink: 437.80
UFH/VHF Repeater Downlink: 145.80

Call Signs in Use Aboard the ISS
The following call signs are available for use
on the ISS:
• Russian: RS0ISS
• USA: NA1SS
• European: DP0ISS, OR4ISS, IR0ISS
• Packet Station Mailbox: RS0ISS-11 and
RS0ISS-1

MMSSTV

Web resources
Received images can be uploaded to the image
gallery found at
http://www.spaceflightsoftware.com/ARISS_
SSTV/index.php .

TS2000X

For more on Slow Scan Television SSTV, see
this article SSTV – The Basics
http://www.essexham.co.uk/sstv-the-basics
How to be successful with the ISS Slow Scan
Television (SSTV) imaging system
http://www.marexmg.org/fileshtml/howtoisssst
v.html
Free MMSSTV Slow Scan TV software
http://hamsoft.ca/pages/mmsstv.php

SatPC32
Amateur Radio Frequencies in Use Aboard
the ISS
The following frequencies are currently used
for Amateur Radio ISS contacts (QSOs):
• Voice and SSTV Downlink: 145.80
(Worldwide)
• Voice Uplink: 144.49 for ITU Regions
2 and 3 (The Americas, and the Pacific
and Southern Asia)
• Voice Uplink: 145.20 for ITU Region 1
(Europe, Russia and Africa)
• VHF Packet Uplink and Downlink:
145.825 (Worldwide)

iOS SSTV App
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/sstv/id3879100
13
The ISS Fan Club website will show you when
the space station is in range.
IZ8BLY Vox Recoder, enables you to record
the signals from the ISS on 145.800 MHz while
you’re away at work
http://antoninoporcino.xoom.it/VoxRecorder/
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ARISS Slow Scan TV (SSTV) Blog and
Gallery http://ariss-sstv.blogspot.co.uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6MOrX9
iZCk

ARISS how to contact the ISS link
http://www.ariss.org/contact-the-iss.html

ISS SSTV received online with SUWS
WebSDR
http://amsat-uk.org/2014/09/06/iss-sstv-onsuws-websdr/

Information on the MAI-75 SSTV experiment
http://www.energia.ru/eng/iss/researches/educa
tion-26.html

SatPC32 software
http://www.dk1tb.de/indexeng.htm

Video showing reception of SSTV using the
FUNcube Dongle Pro SDR and SDR-RADIO
going into Virtual Audio Cable (VAC) then to
MMSSTV software

73,
Rick Walter, WB3CSY

ON4KST Six Metre DX 26 October 2014

ON4KST Six Metre DX 2 November 2014
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ON4KST Six Metre DX for 9 November 2014

ON4KST Six Metre DX for 15 December 2014
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